**Computer Science Accelerated Master's Program**

**To Start**
- Review AMP-CS information at CS website. Follow link on page to schedule an appointment with AMP-CS advisor (Director of Undergraduate Studies/DUS).
- Informational meeting with AMP-CS advisor.
- Apply for AMP-CS (due Friday Week 1 in any term to amp.cs@cs.uoregon.edu)
- Must have:
  - Completed all 300 level required courses
  - Taken or currently taking CS 415 (A- or better)
  - GPA: 3.5 CS/3.5 UO or 3.75 CS/3.25 UO or Holistic Review
  - 1 letter of recommendation from UO CS research faculty

**Decision Letter Sent Out by the End of Week 6.**

**Accepted AMP Students**
- Work with DUS to register for grad classes
- Begin taking grad classes
- Maintain GPA and meet with DUS each term before registering for classes

**2 Terms Before (BS) Graduation**
- Work with DUS and Grad Coordinator to:
  - Submit student information to grad school in Slate
  - Discuss interest in GE position
  - Meet with Grad Advisor
  - Graduate with BS then begin MS next term
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